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Chilean Americans (Spanish: chileno-americanos, norteamericanos de origen chileno or estadounidenses de
origen chileno) are Americans who have full or partial origin from Chile.. The Chilean population at the 2010
US Census was 126,810. In the United States, Chileans are the fourth smallest Hispanic group from South
America and the fifth smallest overall amongst all Hispanic groups.
Chilean Americans - Wikipedia
Terminology. Iranian-American is used interchangeably with Persian-American, partly due to the fact that, in
the Western world, Iran was known as "Persia". On the Nowruz of 1935, Reza Shah Pahlavi asked foreign
delegates to use the term Iran, the endonym of the country used since the Sasanian Empire, in formal
correspondence.Since then the use of the word "Iran" has become more common in the ...
Iranian Americans - Wikipedia
As a follow-up to Tuesdayâ€™s post about the majority-minority public schools in Oslo, the following brief
account reports the latest statistics on the cultural enrichment of schools in Austria. Vienna is the most fully
enriched location, and seems to be in roughly the same situation as Oslo. Many thanks to Hermes for the
translation from Unzensuriert.at:
Gates of Vienna
Boris Johnson is back with a new weekly column. Every Monday, exclusively in Telegraph Premium.
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